2018 Beaver Mimicry Field Program Report
Blackfeet Community College Native Science Field Center and the Ksik Stakii Project
August 14 – 17 and 20 – 24, 2018

Students with the first mimic dam they completed August 15, 2018 on Blackfeet Community College land
Photo: Libby Khumalo

In August 2018, the Blackfeet Community College Native Science Field Center (NSFC) partnered with the
Ksik Stakii Project to invite nine high school and college students to engage in a field experience focused
on highlighting connections between beaver, natural water storage, and climate change preparedness.
The two-week field experience brought together 31 additional contributors from 16 departments and
organizations, including Big Sky Watershed Corps, the Blackfeet Water Resources Department, Glacier
National Park, Harvard University, and Yellow Bird Woman Sanctuary. To protect water and riparian
areas in a warming, drying climate, students worked with mentors to build five, semi-permeable mimic
dams (called beaver dam analogues or BDAs) in a process that mimics beaver dam-building behavior.
Made of willow, sod, wood, and stones, the dams will slow water flow over time and increase natural
water storage to encourage more water release in late summer when stream levels are low. The dams
will also encourage riparian vegetation growth on Blackfeet Community College land, where they were
constructed. Students also built two partial dams1. In total, the seven mimic dams will increase water
storage over the Willow Creek stream reach that spans a third-of-a-mile in length.
In addition to building mimic dams (a process called “beaver mimicry”), students addressed a flooding
challenge related to a beaver dam. Beaver engineer wetlands and store water by building dams, so
keeping them in the landscape expands wetlands and protects against drought. At the same time,
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Unhealthy smoke levels prevented the group from completing the final two dams in the restoration area during
the two-week educational program, but the NSFC will complete them in fall 2018.
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beaver can pose challenges by flooding roads and private property when they build their dams in urban
areas, so keeping them in the landscape can require adaptive tools and techniques.
One such tool is called a pond leveler. Pond levelers keep beaver dams intact while lowering pond levels.
Students installed a pond leveler in Willow Creek where flooding from a beaver dam was threatening
private property. Installing the pond leveler has allowed the beaver family to continue living in the area
while reducing the flooding level.
In addition to the hands-on activities of beaver mimicry and the pond leveler installation, mentors wove
together presentations, visits with guest
speakers, discussions, games, field trips, and
group activities to augment learning over the
two-week program. Speakers and mentors
covered topics that included beaver ecology, the
fur trade, wetlands, climate change drivers,
regional climate change impacts, the Blackfeet
Climate Change Adaptation Plan, adaptation
opportunities, permitting requirements for
stream-based activity, global and community
scale mitigation strategies, climate change
communication strategies, and educational and
career opportunities. Students also made
preliminary designs for an interpretive sign for
Preparing to install the pond leveler...
the restoration area.
Photo: Jamie Faselt

Native Science Field Center
The Blackfeet Community College Native Science Field Center (NSFC) strives to support and train the
next generation of tribal environmental professionals, and to ensure that their geosciences training is
relevant to their future work by emphasizing STEM learning through “outdoor classrooms”
methodology.
The Ksik Stakii Project
The two-week field program builds from the Ksik Stakii Project, a two-year demonstration project that
strives to increase resilience to climate change in the Blackfeet Nation by increasing natural water
storage by protecting beaver and restoring riparian areas. Ksik stakii is the word for beaver in the Pikuni
language. Much of the Ksik Stakii Project is focused on collectively exploring innovative adaptation
techniques and supporting conversations about the critical roles of beaver and water protection in a
warming climate. Another emphasis is increasing awareness among Blackfeet tribal members about
roles beaver have in Blackfeet way of life. The Ksik Stakii Project is a partnership between the Blackfeet
Fish & Wildlife Department, Blackfeet Community College, Blackfeet Environmental Office, Blackfeet
Agriculture Resource Management Planning Team, and the Center for Large Landscape Conservation.
Support for the Ksik Stakii Project is provided by the Wildlife Conservation Society and the Doris Duke
Charitable Foundation, the Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation, Big Sky
Watershed AmeriCorps, the Clif Bar Family Foundation, the Indian Nations Conservation Alliance, the
Temper of the Times Foundation, and the Blackfeet Water Resources Department. We believe this
project will be a model for the region and will demonstrate that climate change adaptation can be an
affordable and fun activity that brings people together and advances science education.
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Participants
Blackfeet Community College Students
Savanna Arellano Landon Magee
Steve BullChild Brendan Mittens
Josiah Grant Merlin Potts
Tiffany Hill Lia Rattler
Leissa Still Smoking
Lead Instructor
Alicia Yellow Owl, Native Science Field Center, Blackfeet Community College
Program Assistants
Ardis Day Rider, Whitetail Creek Watershed Services
Libby Khumalo, Conservation Program Manager, Center for Large Landscape Conservation
Jacob LeVitus, Big Sky Watershed Corps Member
Volunteers and Other Contributors
Katie Behme, Montana Conservation Corps Member
Chris Butterfly, Blackfeet Fish & Wildlife Department
Abby Cutting-Smith, Big Sky Watershed Corps Member
Kierra Davis, Big Sky Watershed Corps Member
Jamie Faselt, AmeriCorps Vista Member
Shannon Filbey, Big Sky Watershed Corps Member
Glenn Hall, Blackfeet Fish & Wildlife Department
Jeff Horn, Blackfeet Fish & Wildlife Department
Kelly Lynch, Glacier National Park
Michelle Pond, Big Sky Watershed Corps Member
Aissa Wise, Big Sky Watershed Corps Member
Ryan Running Wolf, Blackfeet Fish & Wildlife Department
Speakers
Helen Augare-Carlson, OME Title III Director, Blackfeet Community College
Keith Aune, previously of the Wildlife Conservation Society and Iinnii Initiative
Loren Bird Rattler, Director, Blackfeet Agriculture Resource Management Planning (ARMP)
Amy Chadwick, Wetlands Ecologist, Great West Engineering
Graham Gaither, Big Sky Watershed Corps Member, Blackfeet ARMP
Jordan Kennedy, PhD Candidate, Harvard John A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
Brandie Lane, Director, Blackfeet Water Rights (former Acting Director, Water Resources)
Kim Paul, PhD, Independent Consultant
Dale Pepion, Yellow Bird Woman Sanctuary
Dona Rutherford, Director, Blackfeet Fish & Wildlife Department
Will Seeley, Food Sovereignty, Blackfeet Agriculture Resource Management Planning
David Spotted Eagle, Director, Blackfeet Environmental Office
Gerald Wagner, Director, Blackfeet Environmental Office
Melissa Weatherwax, Director, Native Science Field Center, Blackfeet Community College
Susan Webber, Landowner
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Tuesday, August 14th

Schedule:
9:00 am

Meet at Blackfeet Community College Native Science Field Center for prayer and
welcome (Melissa & Alicia)

9:15 am

Introductory team-building activity – double ball game (Jamie)
Jamie Faselt (AmeriCorps Vista/NPS) led the double ball name game. In this game,
the thrower must say the name of the person they are throwing to. If somebody
drops the ball or makes a bad throw, they must say something weird or interesting
about themselves. This was a great icebreaker game that got people laughing, feeling
comfortable, and learning each other’s names.

10:00 am

Why are we here? (Alicia)

10:15 am

Introduction to importance of beaver to Blackfeet way of life (Melissa)

10:30 am

How this project came about… climate change is here in Blackfeet Country, and it is
happening now (Libby)
Libby Khumalo (Center for Large Landscape Conservation) gave a presentation on the
project’s timeline. She began by discussing the work CLLC has done with the Blackfeet
Environmental Office on the Blackfeet Climate Change Adaptation Plan. She also
focused on the ‘why’ for the project, broadly discussing some of the impacts of
climate change while offering adaptation strategies, such as beaver mimicry.

11:00 am

Learning goals and expectations (physical and emotional safety) (Alicia)
Alicia Yellow Owl (Blackfeet Community College) spoke briefly about the importance
of proper personal protective equipment and drinking enough
water.

11:15 am

Mini mimic dam design (Jacob)
Jacob LeVitus (Big Sky Watershed Corps/CLLC/Blackfeet Fish &
Wildlife) led an activity where students built model dams in tubs
of sand. Before students built, he led short discussion on dams.
Questions he asked the students were: What makes a dam
successful? what is in a dam? why people/beavers build dams? He
split students up into three groups; one group per tub.
(See activity instructions in Appendix)

Students built mini mimic dams.
Photo: Jacob LeVitus

12:15 pm

Lunch
Alicia provided lunch for students. Jacob, Libby, and BSWC
volunteers made eight sack lunches per day. Sack lunches were the same every day
and included one turkey and cheese sandwich, one piece of fruit, one bag of chips,
and one granola bar. Vegetarian lunches had hummus, tomato, cucumber, and
carrots instead of turkey.

12:45 pm

Harvesting willow along Willow Creek on Webber’s property (Ardis)
Ardis Day Rider (Whitetail Creek Watershed Services)
provided instruction on how to harvest willow. We harvested willows on
the Webber’s property using loppers. Students lopped willows near the
plant base and moved them into a BFWD game warden’s truck bed. After
filling up a truck load, we dropped the willows off at BCC. We stored the
willows overnight in a large trashcan full of
water so they didn’t dry out.

Students harvested willow from along Willow
Creek to prepare for building mimic dams and
to cut willow stakes for sprouting willow at the
restoration site.
Photo: Jacob LeVitus

4:00 pm Activities conclude for the day
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Wednesday, August 15th
9:00 am

Welcome back and overview for the day. (Alicia)

9:10 am

Meet Amy and people bingo game (Abby)
Abby Cutting-Smith (BSWC) created a bingo card with icebreaking questions and/or
facts. Students went around the room getting signatures on their card. Each player
could only sign one box per card, facilitating more understanding among participants
and a fun time.

9:40 am

What is beaver mimicry, and why we are doing it? (Amy)
Amy Chadwick (Great West Engineering) gave a presentation on beavers,
beaver mimicry, and nonlethal beaver management strategies. She discussed
the ecological importance of beavers and what has happened to the
landscape after they’ve been removed. She mentioned floodplain converted
to forest, incised streams, and loss of habitat. Next, she provided a technical
approach on how to build beaver dam analogues (BDAs) and what they do.
She concluded by bringing up about some of the challenges beavers cause
Using a water level meter, Lia takes a reading of a
and offered nonlethal solutions such as a pond
groundwater level from a piezometer at the
restoration site.
leveler, beaver deceiver, and tree fencing.
Photo: Jacob LeVitus
10:15 am

Leave for Reach 1, set up work flow, and start on beaver
mimicry work (Amy)
Ryan Running Wolf (BFWD game warden) hauled tools
(see equipment lists below), willows, and wood posts to
Reach 1. Note: Driving to Reach 1 required driving on
rough terrain. A vehicle with good tires and high clearance
is recommended.

After building a rock wall in the stream and adding
sod and posts, students wove willow between the
posts they had installed in the streambed.
Photo: Jacob LeVitus

The first thing we did when we got to the field was check the piezometers that we
had installed in the spring to get the groundwater level readings. Students recorded
the data in a notebook.
Students then took photos at each of the photo points marked by labeled t-posts. At
each location, we took photos upstream, downstream, and straight ahead. We taped
flags and labeled t-posts using a paint pen with R1 T1, R1 T2, R1 T3, etc.
Before we got started building BDAs, Jordan Kennedy (graduate student, Harvard
University) mapped out the reach using her drone.
Next, we got in the stream and Amy demonstrated BDA construction with students,
following the steps described in the Appendix.
12:30 pm

Sack lunch by the stream
Lunch plan is the same every day.

1:00 pm

Continue mimicry work (Amy)
We finished the first BDA in the afternoon.

3:30 pm

Clean up and drive back
We left tools and posts under a tarp on site.
Students wrote their names on their waders and

First main dam just after students completed it.
Photo: Libby Khumalo
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on the box. Each student was responsible for their set
of waders for the rest of the project, though they
needed to return the waders at the end of the
program. After working in the water, students were
advised to leave gloves and waders in a place where
they would dry.
4:00 pm

Activities conclude for the day
Debrief with project team, BSWC members, etc.

A day after the students built the first dam, we could
clearly see that they had raised the stream water level
by over one foot.
Photo: Libby Khumalo

Thursday, August 16th
9:00 am

Meet at the Native Science Field Center and go over plan for the day (Alicia)

9:15 am

Leave for the stream to collect more willow, discuss monitoring beaver mimicry impacts,
and to continue beaver mimicry work (Amy)
At the site, Amy talked about why we use piezometers to measure groundwater and
the importance of photo points. Then the students split up to work on the support
BDAs for the main BDA. Both support BDAs were downstream of the main BDA.

12:30 pm

Sack lunch out in the field

1:00 pm

Continue beaver mimicry in the field (Amy)
We completed both support BDAs on Thursday, bringing our total to three total BDAs.

2:30 pm

Demonstrating monitoring techniques (Amy)
Amy demonstrated the laser level to the students.

3:30 pm

Clean up and drive back
Since we were concluding BDA building for the
week (pond leveler installation on Friday), we
cleaned up all the tools from the site. Ryan
Running Wolf (Fish & Wildlife) and Jacob moved
the laser level, shovels, post pounders, t-posts,
and sledgehammers back to BFWD and stored
them in the context. The students brought
loppers, gloves, eye protection, paint pens, and
waders back to BCC. We left the pre-sharpened
lodgepole posts at the site and kept the stems of
excess willows in the steam.

4:00 pm

Students build support dams downstream of each main dam.
Photo: Libby Khumalo

Activities conclude for the day
Debrief with project team, BSWC members, etc.
Friday, August 17th

9:00 am

Meet at the Native Science Field Center and go over
plan for the day (Alicia)

9:15 am

Leave for the Webber’s to learn about nonlethal
beaver management and to install a pond leveler
(Susan Webber, Brandie Lane, Amy Chadwick)
Jacob and Glenn Hall (BFWD) delivered the premoved the cage and centered it into the stream channel.
built cage and 10” diameter schedule-35 PVC pipe withWebell
end to Photo:
the Libby
Webber’s
Khumalo
property.
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Brandie Lane (Blackfeet Water Resources) presented on behalf of the Water
Resources Department. The department’s goal is to keep all the water flowing on the
reservation. She stated that she is supporting nonlethal beaver management because
the pond leveler and beaver deceiver help achieve the department’s mission.

Clearing the middle section of the beaver dam that has
flooded private property so that students can install a pond
leveler.
Photo: Libby Khumalo

Susan Webber (private landowner) shared her personal story living on
her and George Webber’s property on Willow Creek. She talked about
how much the stream has changed. It is much larger than it used to be.
Susan and George had planned on subdividing their property so that
their children could build on the lot. Increased flow over time and
beaver activity flooded their potential build site. They love having
beavers because of the bird and wildlife it brings in, but wish there was
something they could do to mitigate the flooding.

Pond leveler installation: Amy worked with three students to remove a portion of the
beaver dam. The removed portion was about two feet across, near the center of the
dam. Students used gardening forks and grub hoes to rip out the center of the dam.
The water flowing through the dam resembled a waterfall. The water level was visibly
lowering immediately. Meanwhile, other students were picking up litter in the area.
12:30 pm

Lunch at BCC

1:00 pm

Finish installing the pond leveler
We worked together to complete the pond
leveler. Amy instructed several students to break
the middle section of a smaller dam close by to
help reduce the overall water level.

3:00 pm

Clean-up

4:00 pm

Activities conclude for the day
Debrief with project team, BSWC members, etc.
Monday, August 20th

Brendan, Melissa, Jamie, and Alicia on the day we installed the
pond leveler
Photo: Libby Khumalo

9:00 am

Meet at the Native Science Field Center and leave for day of identification and inventory
and discussion of beaver and Blackfeet way of life (Helen and Melissa)
Helen Augare-Carlson (Blackfeet Community College) and Melissa Weatherwax
(Blackfeet Community College) discussed the cultural significance of the beaver and
the Beaver Bundle to Blackfeet way of life.

11:00 am

Watched a video: “Ksisskstaki Presentation” – Ryan Heavy Head
Helen played the hour-long YouTube video
published on March 9, 2017 located at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dkjpu2flxX4.

12:30 pm

Lunch at BCC

1:00 pm

Meet at Two Medicine Lake for guided hike to Aster
Falls with plant identification and beaver dam/pond
tour. (Jacob, Kelly Lynch, Jamie)
We met at the Two Medicine South Shore
trailhead, near the boat dock. Jacob talked about
the beaver dam that was built right next to the
7

trail, and the series of beaver ponds that created habitat for moose, birds, and more.
Kelly and Jamie identified plants and shared their medicinal and cultural significance.
We hiked to Aster Falls, approximately 1.2 miles, mostly flat. After spending 5-10
minute at the Falls, we hiked back. The entire hike took about an hour-and-a-half.
4:00 pm

Activity concludes for the day
Debrief with project team, BSWC members, etc.
Tuesday, August 21st

9:00 am

Meet at the Native Science Field Center and go over plan for the day (Alicia)

9:15 am

Leave for the rock bridge on Willow Creek to harvest willows (Ardis)
Jeff Horn (Blackfeet Fish & Wildlife) met the group at the willow site with his truck.
Ardis directed team members used loppers to harvest a truckload of willows. Other
team members used a trash grabber to pick up garbage in and around the stream.

9:45 am

Leave for the stream to continue beaver mimicry work (Ardis)
Jeff brought more sharpened lodgepole posts and willows to the
site. The students split up into two groups to build two BDAs. They
were built to support one another. Since Amy wasn’t with us, the
students took leadership to direct where the BDAs were built and
how they were constructed, drawing from guidance Amy had
provided the previous week.

Students constructed two more dams in the second week and two
partial dams. In the process, they demonstrated to volunteers and
other visitors how to construct them.
Photo: Jacob LeVitus

During the BDA construction, approximately 10 BCC staff
members came to take a tour of the work site. Jacob and another
student talked about the project and why we are building BDAs.
Jacob took the BCC staff on a tour of the BDAs the students built.

We left the stems of unused willows in the stream, to ensure that they would not dry
out. We left the tools under a tarp, on site.
12:00 pm

Pack up equipment and leave for the Native Science Field Center

12:30 pm

Lunch

2:00 pm

Agriculture, climate change, and beaver mimicry in the Blackfeet Nation (Loren Bird
Rattler, Will Seeley, Graham Gaither)
Loren presented on the Blackfeet Agricultural Resource
Management Plan (ARMP). The ARMP’s main objective
is to work towards food sovereignty, sustainable
economic development, and more efficient food
production in the Blackfeet Nation. Loren’s presentation
was focused on how the plan is and is being formed and
how it will be implemented over time. Will talked about
how they are working to provide cheaper and healthier
food to the Blackfeet People. Graham shared his
experiences leading the Water Is Life event, where
community members came together around the theme
of water and art.

3:00 pm

Fish & wildlife, climate change, and beaver mimicry in the
Blackfeet Nation (Dona Rutherford)

Completed main mimic dam in the second
complex of dams.
Photo: Jacob LeVitus
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Dona (Blackfeet Fish & Wildlife Department) spoke about what the Department is
doing to protect the Blackfeet Nation’s natural resources. She talked about the
importance of beavers to our watersheds and the changes she’s seen as beavers have
been removed from the landscape.
4:00 pm

Activity concludes for the day
Debrief with project team, BSWC members, etc.
Wednesday, August 22nd

9:00 am

Meet at the Native Science Field Center and go over plan for the day (Alicia)

9:15 am

Leave for the stream to continue beaver mimicry work (Ardis)
Students finished the two BDAs they started on Tuesday.

12:30 pm

Lunch

1:00 pm

Blackfeet climate change adaptation planning; wetlands and permitting at the Blackfeet
Environmental Office (Gerald Wagner and David Spotted Eagle Jr.)
Gerald and David (both of the Blackfeet
Environmental Office) came out to the site.
Students gave them a tour of the BDAs they
had built. Gerald gave a presentation on
the Blackfeet Environmental Office and
their role in the project. He focused on the
impacts of climate change and how it is
affecting the Blackfeet Nation. He
discussed the Blackfeet Climate Change
Adaptation Plan and the importance of
Students shared ideas with the group about how they could communicate
having a plan that is implementable. He
about climate change, beaver, and natural water storage to the broader
also discussed the permitting process for
Blackfeet community.
Photo: Jacob LeVitus
the beaver mimicry project and how it
requires permission from multiple jurisdictions, including the Tribe and the Army
Corps of Engineers. David talked about the Aquatic Lands Protection Act and the
Ordinance 90 permits that were required for both the beaver mimicry work and the
pond leveler installation. Gerald finished by telling the students that their work is
important, that they are the future, and if they continue to stay dedicated they can
make a big difference in the world.

2:15 pm

Communicating about climate change (Libby)
Libby presented on different ways to communicate about climate change. She asked
students what they believe are effective and ineffective communication. Drawing
from their ideas, she presented most effective and ineffective ways to approach a
climate change discussion based on scientific recommendations. She focused on the
fact that friends and family are the most often perceived as the most trustworthy
sources of climate change information.

2:45 pm

Introduction to the Blackfeet Country and Climate Change website (Jacob)
Jacob showed the students how to access the Blackfeet Climate Change website. He
let them explore the website for about ten minutes. He showed the students the
Climate Warriors page, the Beaver Blog, and the project Facebook page, mentioning
that they could make significant contributions to the Ksik Stakii Project’s online
outreach.

3:00 pm

Group interpretive sign creation activity (Jacob)
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Jacob led an activity where he had the students create a draft for an interpretive sign
that could be installed at the beaver mimicry site (Reach 1). The students wrote down
what they would have like to see on a sign on a notecard. Then, students paired up
and shared their ideas. Next, the pairs paired up into groups of four where they put
their ideas onto a larger sticky poster board. At the end, both groups presented their
posters.
4:00 pm

Activity concludes for the day
Debrief with project team, BSWC members, etc.
Thursday, August 23rd

9:00 am

Meet at the Native Science Field Center and go over plan for the day (Alicia)

9:30 am

Greenhouse gases, climate change impacts, and mitigation (Libby)
Libby discussed the difference between climate change adaptation and mitigation.
Students began thinking of ways to reduce their carbon footprint. Then students
broke up into small groups where they got three of the top ten ways to mitigate
climate change, according to Drawdown, a comprehensive resource on climate
change. Each group chose the strategy that they found most applicable to their
community, though they were given the option to choose none of the activities and
explain why. Mitigation strategies included switching to a more plant-rich diet,
harnessing more wind energy, and installing solar energy.

10:30 am

Leave for van tour of sites from Willow Creek stream restoration project (Ardis)
Ardis led a driving tour of the Willow Creek stream restoration project she led
approximately ten years ago. We started at All Chiefs Park where she showed us the
exclusion fence that was built to keep cars, cattle, and horses out of the stream. She
talked about the changes she’s seen over the years and why some things worked and
some didn’t. Jacob showed the students some of the trees they
had fenced off during the project. The purpose of tree fencing is to
prevent beavers from felling desired trees in public places such as
parks.

Ardis and Jacob talked about the fencing that the Ksik Stakii Project
recently installed to protect clusters of large aspen trees in the park.
In the left of the photo a beaver-felled aspen tree is visible. Tree
fencing is another form of non-lethal beaver management.
Photo: Libby Khumalo

The next site we visited was upstream, near the campground in
Browning. Ardis talked about all the vegetation that had grown
back, due to exclusion fencing she had had installed as part of
another restoration project. She
hadn’t visited the site in a while
and was amazed by the health of
the stream.

Finally, she took us towards the headwaters of
Willow Creek, west of Browning. The creek comes
out of a spring in the side of a mountain. Even
though we didn’t see the actual spring, the students
enjoyed seeing where the stream they were working
on started.

Ardis lead the field trip to visit three sites where she
implemented watershed restoration projects for the Blackfeet
Environmental Office. She explained how the Willow Creek
Demonstration Project added a perimeter fence to help restore
the area that is now All Chiefs Park.
Photo: Libby Khumalo

12:30 pm

Lunch

1:00 pm

Beaver behavior and research in the Blackfeet Nation (Jordan Kennedy)
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Jordan (Harvard University engineering PhD Candidate) presented on the research
she has been working on at Harvard University. She is using drones to observe beaver
activity in the Blackfeet Nation. She is also using a robotics lab to study log jams and
draw lessons for robotics. The focus of her project is to analyze the initial process of
beaver dam construction. She finished by sharing her personal journey of how she got
to where she is now.
2:00 pm

Response activity on healthy watersheds and climate change preparedness (Alicia)

4:00 pm

Activity concludes for the day
Debrief with project team, BSWC members, etc.
Friday, August 24th

9:00 am

Meet at the Native Science Field Center and go over plan for the day (Alicia)

9:15 am

Leave for Yellow Bird Woman Sanctuary for fen wetland tour (Dale Pepion, Graham, and
Alicia)
Dale Pepion, Elouise Cobell’s brother and a
Sanctuary board member, introduced us to the fen
and shared a story about some of the people and
wildlife he had shared the space with over the
years. Graham talked to the students about the
ecological significance of a fen wetland verses a
regular wetland. Alicia taught the students about
the history of the Yellow Bird Woman Sanctuary
Alicia led a field trip to Yellow Bird Woman
and conservation easements on the reservation.
Sanctuary to continue our discussions about

12:30 pm

Photo: Libby Khumalo
BBQ lunch (Alicia)
Alicia brought her grill. She BBQ’d meats, served homemade salads and beans, plus
chips, and lemonade.

1:00 pm

Climate, health, culture: preparing for extreme events and water-related impacts (Kim
Paul)
Kim (Independent Consultant) talked about some of the research she has done on
human health in the Blackfeet Nation. She discussed different types of disease vectors
and how climate change is impacting our health. She shared the importance of
coming back to her people after leaving to do research in Missoula. She concluded by
asking everybody where they are going to school and what they hope to study and
provided advice for successful experiences in college.

2:00 pm

Program evaluation (Libby)
We sat in a circle and everyone shared their favorite part of the project.

2:30 pm

Fun concluding activities (Jamie and Kelly)
We went outside and played Run and Scream near the parking lot.

3:00 pm

Concluding prayer (Alicia)

4:00 pm

Program concludes

healthy watersheds and to see a rare fen.

Note: we were unable to do beaver mimicry on August 20 due to cold and rainy weather and August 23rd
& 24th due to unhealthy air quality caused by fires.
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Feedback on the 2018 Field Program from Students and Mentors
Results from the Preliminary Evaluation
On August 22nd, students were asked to give us their feedback to three questions. They wrote their
feedback anonymously on notecards. Their responses to each question are listed below.
1) What is one thing that has surprised you this week?










How many beavers have been affected.
How beavers work and how they build the dams.
One thing that has surprised me is how well we can build dams. I honestly think we do better
than beavers.
Surprised how well the pond leveler seems to be working already and that the beaver rebuilt
the dam.
Only 20% of the beavers came back.
It was not boring.
That the pond leveler has already started working.
How much fun I had and learned.
The water level.

2) Share something you have a question or concern about.









How many snakes I walked around building dams.
How will the world change if beavers go extinct?
Will we be doing this again in the future??
N/A (2 responses)
Is this project going to continue?
Will the dam hold off through winter/run off?
No questions.
How many beavers have died.

3) One thing you have most enjoyed in the program so far...










Building dams has been very therapeutic, especially around good people who know how to
laugh and have a good time.
Building the beaver dams.
I like how everything is hands-on. I feel like I’m learning so much and I’m actually able to apply it
in real life.
Really enjoy being in the water and doing hands-on activities.
Building dams.
Building dams.
Being able to be a part of this project.
Jumping in the water.
Being in the water, learning more about the mimicry, getting a tan.
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Results from the Final Evaluation
On August 24th both students and mentors were asked to individually write their ideas about how we
can continue and improve the Ksik Stakii education program. The following provides a list of everyone’s
responses to each question. Mentors are Big Sky Watershed Corps Members and other volunteers who
assisted with the program.
1) What were your favorite things about the two-week program?






















Student Responses
Being in the water (2 responses)
Hands on activities
Learning experience
Learning about the plants
Actually building a dam and putting in a pond leveler
The people
The learning
The experience
Lots of interesting info
Hands on work (2)
Fun people
Building dams together so well
Being around good people that make me laugh
Learning how I can help the Earth
Dam building
Presentations
Hands on experiments
Helping the community
Saving beavers
Working in the water
Learning about beavers and their importance










Mentor Responses
Yellow Bird Woman Sanctuary
Tying cultural/TEK & climate action
Seeing the Beaver Dam Analogues in action. So awesome.
Working with students
Being in the water, making visible results.
Melissa and Helen sharing their story
Learning all the construction and monitoring from Amy
Getting to work with such amazing people

2) What were your least favorite things about the two-week program?



Student Responses
The heat (2 responses)
The smoke (6 responses)
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I don’t know
The weather
Sometimes is was unorganized and didn’t go as planned
I can’t think of anything else
Long days
Making a tear in my (waders)
Waking up early haha
Some of the ice breakers
Building the dams so we can store water naturally
Learning about beaver and how they contribute to nature
Learning ways to help climate change better and ways to improve the climate
The heat
N/A (6 responses)







Mentor Responses
Timing of the year/smoke
Active smoke alarm in building
N/A (4 responses)
Smoke (5 responses)
The program was great

3) If you were in charge of the two-week program, what would you do differently next year? Community








Student Responses
I wouldn’t do anything different.
Overall it was great. If you could control the weather, that’d be nice.
I liked how it went, we could always prepare better though.
More of the Blackfeet language.
NOTHING everything was perfect
Nothing (3 responses)
N/A





Mentor Responses
Work on getting everyone actively engaged in discussions.
(Equipment) inventory before hand
Time of year? Do the program in a less healthy stream.

4) If you were directing a community program in ten years, what is one action you would take to address
climate change?





Student Responses
I would take the info I learned here and put it to use. For example, I wouldn’t waste food
because that has an effect on climate change.
Cleaning up the rivers and streams and spreading a larger message.
Planting gardens
Reveal the changes in the community that are caused by climate change
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Get straight to the point, name what’s happening all at once and tell ways to help or aid in
making it better
N/A
Teach to be careful with how you treat our environment
Picking up trash around the community
Talk about ways we could help and just communicate with the community





Mentor Responses
Food waste/gardening
Address fish populations and insect populations to stabilize top-down ecological changes.
BDA! Education. Baseline data.

5) What is one thing you plan to do differently now that you have completed this program?













Student Responses
I plan on not wasting food and helping as much as I can to help climate change
By being more involved in the climate change program and take charge in helping streams and
such.
I would show up on time and be more involved. I will build dams where ever I hear running
water now… my beaver senses are tingling.
Keep sahkoom in my mind in my throughout my daily routine.
Telling and letting my friends know on ways they can help or not trash our planet.
Plan more thorough before going out to the field
Keep the environment clean and recycle.
N/A
Be more prepared
Mentor Responses
N/A
Spreading the word of BDAs and looking into more natural and effective ways to manage natural
resources.
I feel way more knowledgeable about Ksik Stakii and will share that knowledge whenever I can.
Mini Mimic Dam Design Activity

Equipment needed:





(3) 41-quart plastic storage tubs- approximately 6” deep
(2) 50-lb. bags of play sand
(3) gallons of water
Two boxes of sticks, rocks, grasses, pinecones, etc. (collected off site before demonstration)

Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Before demonstration, fill each tub with sand, 2-3” deep.
Split students up into three groups (one group per tub.)
Have students dig their best stream in the sand.
Set out boxes of sticks, rocks, etc. and have students build dams in their streams
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5. After about 10 minutes of dam building, have one student per group tell the class about their
dams and why they built them. Have one student (one group at a time) pour a gallon jug of
water into their streams to test the dams.
6. After each group goes, have a short discussion on what worked and why.
Steps for constructing Beaver Dam Analogues (BDAs) (also called mimic dams)
1. Once site is selected, build rock wall using large rocks. This should raise the water on the
upstream end a few inches.
2. Pound sharpened 3.5’ lodgepole posts with a sledgehammer into the streambed, directly
downstream of the rock wall. Posts should be arranged in a zig-zag formation, approximately 8”12” apart.
3. While students are pounding posts, other students will be digging up sod from the bank in cubes
of about 1 ft x 1 ft x 1ft. Each cube of sod should be dug separately from the others to aid
vegetation regrowth after the digging.
4. Weave willows in and out of posts, from both sides, jamming stems into mud on the banks to
encourage willow growth and sprouting. Build up willow weave as high as you want to see the
water level raised, while occasionally pressing down to reduce gaps.
5. On the upstream end, fill in gaps between willows with sod, mud, and smaller rocks. This should
create a ramp, where the water flows over the top of the BDA.
6. Keep in mind that these structures are designed to be leaky. The complex of a main dam and
one to two support dams is more important than any individual dam. The dams are designed to
support each other.
Equipment Checklists for Educational Activities
Equipment Checklist for Harvesting Willows:
 Loppers
 Gloves
 Eye protection
 Pickup truck to load willows into
 5-gallon buckets to submerge willow stems into water (these are willow stems for sprouting and
should be trimmed to about 2.5 ft long and be about a thumb’s thickness in diameter. To sprout,
they should be soaked for 72 hours and then hammered into the streambank)
 Rubber hammer to put willow stakes into the streambank
Equipment Checklist for Building Mimic Dam:
 Flagging for marking locations of dams (at least two flags per dam)
 10 untreated wooden fence posts 3” in diameter, 5 – 6 ft long, with one end sharpened a (likely will
need to be cut in half based on size of dam needed)
 Willows (harvested off-site)
 Shovels for digging sod
 Sledgehammers for pounding in posts (8 lb sledgehammers are best)
 Pry bar (about 5 ft in length for loosening rocks from the stream bed)
 Pickmattock for shifting streambed mud to build on upstream side of dam
 Grub hoes for shifting streambed mud to build on upstream side of dam
 Five, 5-gallon buckets
 Loppers (for clearing path to stream or adjusting size of willow, if needed)
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Waders for each builder
Gloves for each builder (gloves should remain pliable when wet)
Eye protection for each builder
Sunscreen for builders
Bug spray for builders
If possible… chainsaw, fuel for chainsaw, safety equipment for chainsaw operator, and a certified
operator (this is for adjusting length of posts)

Equipment Checklist to Install and Monitor Photo Points:
 T-posts
 Post pounder
 Paint pen
 Flagging
 Tape
 GPS device
 Camera
 Notebook
 Pen
 Ear protection
Equipment Checklist for Building Pond Leveler Cage:
 10 ft. 2x4 boards (at least 2)
 12 ft. 2x4 boards (at least 2)
 Utility panel: 4” cell, 4-gauge, cut into 4’ x 5’ sections (they come as 8’ x 5’ at Murdoch’s)
 Circular saw and battery
 Hog rings
 Hog ring pliers
 Fencing staples
 Framing hammers
 Eye protection
 Gloves
 Drill
 Drill bits
 Nails
 3” lag screws
 4” lag screws
 Bolt cutters
 Pipe nipple
 Tape measure
Equipment Checklist for Installing Pond Leveler:
 10” diameter schedule-35 PVC sewer pipe
 Cage (built off-site)
 Utility panel: 4” cell, 4-gauge, cut into a 4’ x 5’ section (they come as 8’ x 5’ at Murdoch’s)
 Leftover strips of cut gauge wire (will be added towards the end of installation to the inside of the
cage along the 2”x4” to prevent beaver from chewing on the wood)
 Waders
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Gloves
Eye protection
Grub hoes
Sturdy gardening forks
Cordless drill
Drill bits
Aluminum wire for plastic-coated wire for attaching the pipe to the cage
Metal wire for attaching gauge wire panel to the top of the cage
Hog rings
Hog ring pliers
Fencing staples
Framing hammers
(2) 10’ 2”x4” boards
(2) 12’ 2”x4” boards
3” lag screws
4” lag screws
Sledgehammer for pounding boards into to the streambed (8 lb sledgehammer is best)
Bolt cutters
Tape measure
Trash bags and trash grabber (for cleaning up site)

Equipment Checklist for Fencing Trees:
 Garden Fence- 2"x3" field mesh wire, 3 ft tall, 50 ft long, 16 gauge
 T-posts (one t-post for every 3 – 4 feet of garden fence)
 T-post/fencing wire strips
 T-post pounder
 Loppers (to clear places where fence may need to fit through shrubs)
 Wire cutters
 Needle nose pliers
Measuring Groundwater Using Piezometers:
 Water level meter sounder
 Gloves
 Notebook
 Pen

Several days after installing the pond leveler that lowered the water level by
about one foot, we were excited to see that beaver had built over the top of
the pipe, just as we had hoped. Their building activity did not raise the water
level because they did not clog the end of the pipe (and if you look closely,
you can see the water flowing), meaning the pond leveler will continue to
keep the pond at a lower level for the landowner.
Photo: Libby Khumalo
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